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Teaser They can run From the inside, a woman - Colette - is seen gathering books in a rather hurriedly
manner. Three guards enter her personal library, one of which alerts her that the wall has fallen and that they
must leave now, for the town will soon be overrun. The guard pleads for her to come, but the woman does not
listen. Instead she orders that they take the trunks containing books to the carriage and she will be right behind
them. The lead guard motions for the other two to do as the lady says. He then asks what about her daughter.
Colette calls out for her daughter, telling her that they must leave, quickly, and asks where she is. Belle rushes
into the library, exclaiming that she is right here. Colette is touched by this, but tells her that they must flee,
quickly. However, before they can, they hear loud stomps as the castle shakes. This scares the mother and
daughter, who both realize what it is. Sometime later, Belle and Colette are seen hiding in the library,
underneath a table, hoping that they will not be found by what is roaming the castle. Belle is horrified, but
Colette motions for her to keep quiet. Belle nods, trying to stay calm. The mother and daughter watch as the
ogre roams around the library. As it appears to be walking away, Colette whispers to Belle that everything will
be alright. Wakey, wakey, eggs and bakey. Suddenly, Belle wakes up in her bed. She immediately sits up,
calling out, " Mother? Belle is next seen making her way through the castle, still dressed in her night gown and
having not fixed up her hair. She is confused to see a group of people gathered around something, discussing
amongst themselves. He asks why she is not in bed, but is not answered. Belle cannot believe what she sees.
She hugs her father tightly, and looks as if she is about to break down into tears. In the back of the safe, the
real dagger is seen. The Dark One quickly closes the safe and puts the wall painting back over it. He greets his
beloved wife, who finds him in the back of the shop. Henry notices ice cream trucks. How the hell did she do
it? Everyone is surprised; "Whoa, Snow Queen has an ice cream truck? Hook, Regina, and Emma, you take
the west. Maybe I can dig something up on the Snow Queen. Belle argues with her father. In the fairytale land
that was, Belle sits in her candlelit chambers, reading. Maurice apologizes, but says he already lost Colette to
this infernal ogres war and he cannot lose her too. He then storms out, closing the door behind him. Belle sits
silently for a moment, but finally removes a map of Arendelle from underneath her book. In Arendelle of the
past, Elsa is seen magically poofing up a snowflake; she appears to be trying to control her powers. Elsa
apologizes for making her feel like she had to, "I know you did it for me to try to make me feel better. Usually
a conversation about our parents ends with a chill in the air. Anna turns around, and in walks the Snow Queen.
Anna is surprised and confused. The Snow Queen introduces herself as Ingrid, telling Anna that she and her
mother are sisters, "You look exactly like her," the woman exclaims. Ingrid shows what she means by poofing
up a snowflake, letting it spin, and then making it disappear, "Our gift runs in the family," the Snow Queen
says, with a smile on her face. An [insert ship name here] kiss. What makes you think that? Kristoff reminds
her that she agreed to marry Hans ten minutes after talking to him, to which Anna argues she was young and
naive. Anna says they need to wonder, is Ingrid really her aunt, or is she some impostor trying to warm her
way into her family? There has to be an explanation for all of this. She says that telling her their parents
wanted to take away her magic, she just needed to find the right moment. Kristoff smiles, and the couple kiss;
Anna then leaves him alone. In present day Storybrooke , the Snow Queen is seen in the forest where her ice
cream truck is kept. She appears to be walking away from it with a devious expression on her face.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the vehicle, Merry Men stand from a distance, aiming their bow and arrows at
it. Emma , followed by Hook and Regina , join them. As Emma, Hook, and Regina head for the truck, Robin
Hood stops the latter, hoping that he and his true love could talk.
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The daughter is Belle , who was trying to retrieve her book, but as they attempt to flee, it is too late, as they
are forced to hide under a table in their library. Unfortunately, an ogre finds them and attacks. The event turns
out to be a nightmare for Belle, who wakes up and asks her father about what happened as she cannot
remember. Unfortunately, after posting a "Sorry" letter to her father, Belle looks at a map and says she needs
answers, and that it can be found in a place called Arendelle. Meanwhile, in Arendelle, Anna shows up back
home and Elsa asks what she found out about their parents, but Anna lies and says she found nothing. Elsa
then introduces the Snow Queen to Anna as their aunt Ingrid , but Anna says their mother never mentioned
having a sister. Unconvinced, Anna tells Kristoff that she does not trust the Snow Queen, since there is no
trace of her within the family portrait gallery or royal records, despite being reassured by Kristoff, who is still
upset over postponing the wedding. Unknown to Anna, Ingrid has been eavesdropping on the conversation.
Overhearing this, Anna asks if she needs help and tells Belle that she come along with her, then they head out.
Belle says she lost her memory and wants the rock trolls to restore her memory so she can be at peace. Anna
brings Belle to meet Grand Pabbie, who can restore her memories. Then, he gives her a stone, and tells her to
it put in tea and drink it at the place where she lost her memories to get them back. Belle thanks Anna for her
help and offers to repay her. Grand Pabbie then tells Anna that her mother, Gerda , had not one, but two
sisters, Helga and Ingrid, as he was sworn to secrecy. He says that the three were close as children, but one
day, the other two children vanished, and they wanted to forget the tragedy, so he helped them by wiping their
memories of all in Arendelle. The stone then tumbles and smashes, and Belle grabs for Anna, but she loses her
to the rocks at the base of the cliff. Ingrid then shows up and takes the magic box from her bag. Belle later
returns home, where her father awaits her. He tells Belle what happened to her mother, in which she sacrificed
her life to save Belle. Anna denies this, but at the same time, she becomes suspicious as to why Ingrid never
mentioned anything about Helga, so which Ingrid simply replies that some secrets are best kept buried. Ingrid,
seeing Anna as a distraction, was hoping that she would a be part of a family with her and Elsa. Instead, Ingrid
claims that after observing her, she realized that her idea of including all 3 of them in her family would never
work out, and that it was time to replace Anna. In Storybrooke Belle tells Mr. Emma believes that Ingrid
might have erased their memories of her six months that she was in her care. David suggests that they all split
up and search for Ingrid, with Henry giving them a clue as to where to find her: When Emma opens it, she
finds a file that Ingrid has kept of Emma since her arrival in the real world, along with her artwork. She also
discovers a scroll that contains cryptic readings. Gold locates Ingrid and calls her out. Ingrid, knowing how
well Gold works, tells him that she wanted Emma to find out about their past as part of her plan. Gold to stay
out of her way. After they find it, Belle orders Gold to stay outside while she goes in, but there is no sign of
the Snow Queen anywhere. Belle then hears a voice, which draws her to a mirror, where an image of Belle
taunts her for not saving Anna, and reveals the truth about her husband, including the revelation that the
dagger she has is a fake. Belle has been exposed to the mirror, meaning that Ingrid had threatened Belle,
someone who was close to him. Elsa says she thinks Ingrid believes the prophecy and is looking to replace her
sisters.
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We are not generally retelling the exact same story as the fairy tale world. Kitsis and Horowitz have called
him a "godfather" to the series. Kitsis and Horowitz sought to write strong female characters, rather than the
classic damsel in distress. Horowitz stated their desire to approach each character the same way, asking
themselves, "How do we make these icons real, make them relatable? Horowitz elaborated, "One of the fun
things for us coming up with these stories is thinking of ways these different characters can interact in ways
they never have before. After Fables fans raised controversy over possible appropriation, the show writers
initially denied a link, but later said they may have "read a couple issues" of the comic book but while the two
concepts are "in the same playground", they are "telling a different story. Secondary character casting director,
Samuel Forsyth, started the casting process in Horowitz stated that everyone they initially wanted for roles in
the series accepted their roles after being sent a script. Goodwin had stated in interviews that she would love to
play Snow White, and called her acceptance of the role "a no-brainer. He explained, "Prince Charming just
happens to be a name. He gets his hands dirty. He has a family to protect. He has an epic, epic love for Snow
White. Gold was given to Robert Carlyle , [56] after having been written with him in mind, though the writers
initially thought he would not accept the part. You could see Ginny actually jump, the first time he did that
character. Along with departures, Andrew J. They will portray an older Henry Mills and his daughter Lucy
respectively. In July , actresses Dania Ramirez and Gabrielle Anwar were announced to be joining the cast of
the seventh season as series regulars, playing new iterations of Cinderella and Lady Tremaine , respectively. In
September , Mekia Cox , who portrays Tiana , was promoted to a series regular. During filming, all brightly
colored objects flowers, etc. Certain sets are additionally filmed in separate studios, including the interior of
Mr. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. July Main settings[ edit ] During the first six seasons, the Enchanted Forest and
Storybrooke, Maine are the main settings of the series. The Enchanted Forest is a realm within Fairy Tale
Land, but the actual spread and scope of the realm is not known. However, they are later united during the
Ogre Wars, which played a part in the formation of the War Council that is formed by Prince Charming and
served as the catalysts in the backstories involving Rumpelstiltskin and the Evil Queen. Several independent
kingdoms are implied by an array of different rulers. Most of the stories detailed their earlier lives before
ascension to power and being influenced by their mentors through their upbringings. Meanwhile, Storybrooke
serves as an isolated town separated from the rest of the Land Without Magic, where the cursed inhabitants are
trapped by various forces. During the seventh season, the New Enchanted Forest [15] is shown as the main
setting, alongside with Hyperion Heights, Seattle. The inhabitants are in-conflict with each other, most notably
between Lady Tremaine, Cinderella, Drizella, a resistance led by Tiana, and the Coven of the Eight led by
Mother Gothel. Most flashbacks shown are involving events happened before the original curse and before the
latest curse that brought everyone to Hyperion Heights, where unlike Storybrooke, its cursed inhabitants are
living among ordinary people.
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The woodlands location is a complete rip off! I issued my problems with corporate office I literally got the
same exact answer each time like it was a computer not a person Oct. Therefore, the military discounts will
basically be down to nothing! I am going to start shopping at other stores where my Military Service is
Valued! We walk in with out stuff and we signed in, at 6: The girl that was looking at the stuff was training,
and was actually super nice. I asked her how long it would take for the 3 items that we brought in and she said
about 10 minutes and asked that we do not leave the store, which was completely fine. However the entire
time another girl that was there with a clip board asking her questions while she was looking at the stuff.
Needless to say they wasted 40 minutes of my life that I can never get back! I wish they would have just said
no from the beginning! I was a pretty loyal customer and actually used to refer lots of people to this store, but
not anymore Considering that the U. This is was very nasty and unclean. Things where everywhere and all
over the place. I was never greeted when I walked throuh the door. I stood there for about ten minutes before
anyone said anything to me. Then she porceeded to let me know, in a very dry voice that, they would not be
excepting my little girls beautiful clean clothes on hangers. She let me know it had to be n a basket. Thank the
Lord that there was one in the trunk of my car. It took time to take the clothes off the hangers and placed tem
nicely in the basket. She came over and was like "did you fill out the form" I said no, and filled it out. She
filled out her paper handed it to me and throw my things over with the other pile of things that where
everywhere behind the counter. I figured because it was back to school, maybe they where not crowded the
most times. Took my paper and left. Then I get a phone call today orm Jan the Asst. Manager to let me know
that my clother smell and to go back home and wash them, and they would look over them again. I did was the
clothes, I did iron the clother, I did put them on hangers. I did everything I was supposed to do. When I told
her all of this, she hung up in my face. This problem needs to be fixed ASAP!!!!! I had a huge tote and several
plastic bags full of my twin daughters outgrown clothes. There was no room directly in front of the store so I
parked in a spot far away. Next to my car was a cart from the neighboring grocery store so i grabbed it and put
all my stuff in it and walked in the door. Immediately I had a snotty employee run over and tell me I needed to
get the cart out asap. I explained that I only used it to get all the clothes inside and I had no intention of
keeping it in the store. I got dirty looks from the other employees as I unloaded everything and quickly got the
cart outside. I could hear them talking loudly about me and laughing in front of other customers. Why would
you bring a cart in? I started to explain that there was no room at the time I came in, but then I just walked
away instead of starting a scene. They were obviously annoyed that i had so many non-brand items bc they
kept doing an annoyed sigh with each piece of clothing they looked at. Near the end they came across another
walmart dress and through it on the floor. I will never buy nor sell there again. This last time is the last time! I
would rather give my clothes to goodwill and not get any money than put up with the awful costumer service
for a few bucks! I dropped off clothes one hour ago and she told me it would be done in an hour. At this time
there were 6 people working all girls. I dont see how u can sort clothes and price them properly when I are
talking laughing and sinking beverages at the same time! I have two kids one I have to lug around in a car seat.
And if u have kids u know how heavy they can be and annoying to get in and out of the car. I left and came
back in an hour to see if they were done to of course not get acknowledged again and they of course were not
done! So she was like we said we would call u! And I was like okay well when might that be then? And she
said well there are two people in front of u so an hour and a half ,like I said! I was like what!? Well it has been
an hour and an hour layer now an hour and a half? I could give many stories! Hoe do I get the corporate office
number? If you dont like it keep it to yourself. No one wants to hear you. I really had to pick through to find
anything I would put on my kids. There are no dressing rooms. The one-person restroom was it. I walked my
four kids up front to ask if we could please change somewhere else due to the nasty, diarrhea-contaminated
bathroom. I asked if we could use the hallway inside the back room door located in front of the restroom. Very
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embarrassing for my sweet 9yo. The young girl, Ashley so she said--neither girl wore a nametag , got a
management position how? Both my husband of We are done with OUAC! I slathered my kids in hand
sanitizer when we got to our van, I kid you not. What a disgusting experience all-around!!! It sickens me that
we gave that horrid place any business at all. They were either hardly used, or brand new some with tags and
some without. I went back in at 2: I had to call them at 3: Then they were going to offer me This experience
was insulting and hurtful. So the slight wrinkles the clothes have now is from them rummaging threw the bags
to claim the looked it all over when I garentee you they did not. The staff was rude and unprofessional. I took
my stuff back and will have a yard sale or eBay it. I had many items from Gap, and hardly anything was taken.
Some of the stores only pick out brand names. I was told some were too worn and they might of been worn
times yet what I found hanging for purchase were in dire condition. Most of the employees seem to be young
girls and are somewhat rude both at Maple Grove and Minnetonka store. To be honest they kept what I
thought they would return and returned all the name brand clothes. I am not sure the employees of that
particular store knew childrens clothing or any items associated with a child. Regardless that the cigarette was
not lit, it is still a location where parents bring in their children. As I stood there I watched the employee walk
out of the store, light up her cigarette and have a seat on the side walk and go about her business, when I asked
her if that was an appropriate location to smoke she told me that she was outside and that was good enough. I
am thinking that something like this should be taken very seriously, and rules of not smoking on the property
should be enforced. Donate clothes to a shelter rather than get paid pennies from this place. Everyone has to
make money but the stuff they have for sale is over priced and they offer next to nothing on the stuff they buy.
The lady waiting on me was very rude upon greeting me as well as not explaining the procedures. In looking
around the store the inventory was that of a Salvation Army Thrift store with retail prices. I will not be
returning to this store and will not recommend it to anyone. I know each store is a franchise, but Once Upon A
Child Corporate Offices should look into this store, as they are giving the company a bad name. On one more
note, my daughter, manages a consignment store in Virginia and was appalled at what I told and described to
her.
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the company a bad name. On one more note, my daughter, manages a consignment store in Virginia and was appalled
at what I told and described to her.

The title of this episode was announced by Adam Horowitz via his Twitter account on September 1, The
establishing shot of the Storybrooke library [6] is stock footage from the opening shot of " Rocky Road ". The
three of them were voyaging on a ship, and one morning the brothers awoke, and discovered that their father
was not in the cabin. They searched the ship in vain, and discovered that their father had stolen a dinghy while
they were sleeping. It was a dreadful experience for Hook, but thankfully, he had his brother to steady him. He
would never have survived without him. The moment with the Snow Queen standing in front of the mirror at
the end of the episode, was not scripted, but added by the editors in post-production. Emma and her family the
watch the video recording first found in " Breaking Glass ". The video recording was made during " Shattered
Sight ". Emma gets her memories back in the same episode. Regina comments on Hook and Emma "making
eyes at each other". She made a similar comment in " The Jolly Roger ". The newspaper article about Emma
[11] first appeared in " True North ". Belle tells her father about a wizard, Rumplestiltskin , who can help
them, which leads up to the events of "Skin Deep". The spell strikes in " Fall ", and is broken in "Shattered
Sight". Biblical While Belle is looking up information on how to get her memories back, there is a cross on the
cover of one of the books. While Belle is researching, she wears a dress with embroidered roses, [16] a
reference to the film Beauty and the Beast. This episode contains a number of other references to Disney
works. See the list of Disney references for more. Emma refers to the Snow Queen as " Dairy Queen ", a
reference to the ice cream franchise of the same name. Props Notes Belle holds a book, which she describes as
the first story her mother read to her, which is called Her Handsome Hero. When Belle is looking up
information on how to retrieve lost memories, she is reading a page about rock trolls. Some earlier scolars
[sic] even went so far as to say that they have the ability to restore memories that have been lost. The
Talismanic Adornments of.
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The Storybrooke events take place after "Breaking Glass". The daughter is Belle, who was trying to retrieve
her book, but as they attempt to flee, it is too late, as they are forced to hide under a table in their library.
Unfortunately, an ogre finds them and attacks. The event turns out to be a nightmare for Belle, who wakes up
and asks her father about what happened as she cannot remember. Unfortunately, after posting a "Sorry" letter
to her father, Belle looks at a map and says she needs answers, and that it can be found in a place called
Arendelle. Meanwhile, in Arendelle, Anna shows up back home and Elsa asks what she found out about their
parents, but Anna lies and says she found nothing. Elsa then introduces the Snow Queen to Anna as their aunt
Ingrid, but Anna says their mother never mentioned having a sister. Unconvinced, Anna tells Kristoff that she
does not trust the Snow Queen, since there is no trace of her within the family portrait gallery or royal records,
despite being reassured by Kristoff, who is still upset over postponing the wedding. Unknown to Anna, Ingrid
has been eavesdropping on the conversation. Overhearing this, Anna asks if she needs help and tells Belle that
she come along with her, then they head out. Belle says she lost her memory and wants the rock trolls to
restore her memory so she can be at peace. Anna brings Belle to meet Grand Pabbie, who can restore her
memories. Then, he gives her a stone, and tells her to it put in tea and drink it at the place where she lost her
memories to get them back. Belle thanks Anna for her help and offers to repay her. Grand Pabbie then tells
Anna that her mother, Gerda, had not one, but two sisters, Helga and Ingrid, as he was sworn to secrecy. He
says that the three were close as children, but one day, the other two children vanished, and they wanted to
forget the tragedy, so he helped them by wiping their memories of all in Arendelle. The stone then tumbles
and smashes, and Belle grabs for Anna, but she loses her to the rocks at the base of the cliff. Ingrid then shows
up and takes the magic box from her bag. Belle later returns home, where her father awaits her. He tells Belle
what happened to her mother, in which she sacrificed her life to save Belle. Anna denies this, but at the same
time, she becomes suspicious as to why Ingrid never mentioned anything about Helga, so which Ingrid simply
replies that some secrets are best kept buried. Ingrid, seeing Anna as a distraction, was hoping that she would a
be part of a family with her and Elsa. Instead, Ingrid claims that after observing her, she realized that her idea
of including all 3 of them in her family would never work out, and that it was time to replace Anna. In
Storybrooke[ edit ] Belle tells Mr. Emma believes that Ingrid might have erased their memories of her six
months that she was in her care. David suggests that they all split up and search for Ingrid, with Henry giving
them a clue as to where to find her: When Emma opens it, she finds a file that Ingrid has kept of Emma since
her arrival in the real world, along with her artwork. She also discovers a scroll that contains cryptic readings.
Gold locates Ingrid and calls her out. Ingrid, knowing how well Gold works, tells him that she wanted Emma
to find out about their past as part of her plan. Gold to stay out of her way. After they find it, Belle orders Gold
to stay outside while she goes in, but there is no sign of the Snow Queen anywhere. Belle then hears a voice,
which draws her to a mirror, where an image of Belle taunts her for not saving Anna, and reveals the truth
about her husband, including the revelation that the dagger she has is a fake. Belle has been exposed to the
mirror, meaning that Ingrid had threatened Belle, someone who was close to him. Elsa says she thinks Ingrid
believes the prophecy and is looking to replace her sisters.
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Winmark Corporation is a nationally renowned franchising and leasing business. We champion and guide entrepreneurs
interested in opening one of our award winning brands: Plato's ClosetÂ®, Once Upon A ChildÂ®, Music Go RoundÂ®,
Play It Again SportsÂ® or Style EncoreÂ®.
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